Melbourne Campus Parking Zones

To obtain a parking decal or for more information, visit floridatech.edu/security.

Parking Decal Color Key

- White .... Off-Campus students
- Orange .... Faculty and staff
- Green ...... Mary Star of the Sea residents
- Yellow ..... On-Campus residents
- Silver .... Executive
- Gold ...... Reserved
- Orange and White .... Mary Star of the Sea residents
- Black ...... Mary Star of the Sea residents

LOT 1: Main Entrance
- Silver and visitors (no students)
- Reserved only

LOT 2: West of Keuper
- Reserved only

LOT 3: Behind Renkus Student Ctr.
- Reserved only

LOT 4: South of Shaw Hall
- Security staff only

LOT 5: Residence Hall Circle
- 15 minutes only

LOT 6: Parking garage
- Yellow only

LOT 7: West of Brownlie Hall
- Yellow only

LOT 8: Otten behind Lot 7
- Yellow only

LOT 9: Muster Health Center
- Health Center patrons only

LOT 10: Across from Main Entrance
- Orange and white

LOT 11: South of Glesson Performin Arts Center
- Orange only

LOT 12: CAPS
- CAPS patrons only

LOT 13: South of Crawford
- Orange only

LOT 14: South of Glesson Performin Arts Center
- Orange only

LOT 15: Corner of University and Babcock
- White only

LOT 16: Babcock Street lat
- Orange and white

LOT 17: Clements Center
- Orange and white

LOT 18: Between Buildings
- Orange and white

LOT 19: South of Blg. 540
- Orange only

LOT 20: South of Blg. 504
- Orange and white

LOT 21: South of Blg. 540
- Orange only

LOT 22: L3Harris Commons
- Orange, white, and green

LOT 23: Southgate Apartments
- Yellow only

LOT 24: (Top deck)
- Parking garage
- All colors permitted in top-level, uncovered spots

LOT 25: University Plaza
- Reserved for University Plaza patrons and employees

LOT 26: L3Harris Commons
- Orange, white, and green

LOT 27: Mary Star of the Sea
- Green only

LOT 28: Varsity Training Center
- Orange and white

ALL COLORS: Autism Treatment Center, Basketball, Baseball, and Football fields
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